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STOCK MARKET INDEX
Closing Price: 17 Jan 2019

FBMKLCI 1,682.97

+9.89 +0.59% | SHANGHAI 2,559.64
DJIA 24,370.10

+162.94 +0.67%

|

-10.79 -0.42%

| NIKKEI 20,402.27

FTSE 6,384.92

-27.76 -0.40%

LOCAL NEWS

Modenas aims to sell
10,000 motorcycles by
end-2019

Health
Business

development but what has
been achieved

Walmart partners with 4
more grocery delivery
companies

Technology

drawing tourists this
Lunar New Year

Billions spent on aid and

Shareholders are
pressuring Amazon to stop
selling facial recognition

Technology

Japan´s Odakyu Group

Automotive

was the number of
illegal plastic
waste recycling
plant will be shut
down across
Malaysia

hypermarket in
Bagan Ajam

Tourism

100

Tesco Malaysia opens

Retail

DID YOU KNOW?

is the new ranking
of Univ. Malaya
(UM) in Times
Higher Education’s
(THE) Emerging
Economies
University Rankings

to create more job
opportunities - Randstad

Technology

Top 20

Blockchain technology

Amazon is launching its
invite-only robotics and
AI conference

Self-Help

Malaysia plans to expand
to new palm oil
markets

is the minimum
wage in Sabah

GLOBAL NEWS
Agriculture

1,100

-40.48 -0.20%

tech

Millanels Entrepreneurs &
Money – 3 Steps Agenda
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